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Abstract 
Future wireless networks promise multimedia commu- 

nication and computing services for both fired and mo- 
bile users. One of the most important challenges of wire- 
less multimedia service for mobile users is maintaining a 
guaranteed quality of service over end-to-end connections 
with multiple mobile endpoints. In this papes we describe 
a new handoff rerouting scheme that supports multimedia 
trafic in a connection-oriented mobile network, such as 
Mobile ATM. We analyze and compare the pelfonnance of 
the new scheme with respect to three related handoff remut- 
ing schemes for connection-oriented wireless networks. The 
new technique shows a superior pelfonnance in route efi- 
ciency and bandwidth consumption for all t r a m  types, and 
a smaller handoffdelay for delay sensitive t ram.  

1. Introduction 

Future personal communications services (PCS) net- 
works promise personalized, multimedia-based communi- 
cation and computing services to both fixed and mobile 
users. One of the important challenges of PCS is to main- 
tain a guaranteed level of quality of service (QoS) for mo- 
bile and wireless connections. While wireline networks 
have the advantage of plentiful bandwidth and reliable con- 
nections between fixed endpoints, future wireless systems 
must compensate for limited bandwidth, error-prone wire- 
less links, and connections where multiple endpoints are 
roaming. The process of transfemng the active connec- 
tions of a roaming mobile user to a new channel or cell is 
called handoff, or handover [ 13. Handoff rerouting attempts 
to achieve optimal routes for the handoff connections, while 
minimizing bandwidth consumption, packet loss and hand- 
off delay. Mobile-mobile connection rerouting increases the 
challenge of supporting multimedia traffic, since it requires 
additional intermediate routes that increase bandwidth use, 
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cause additional handoff delays, and introduce greater op- 
portunities for packet loss. 

Research on handoff re-routing for connection-oriented 
wireless networks has evolved from two extreme goals. The 
first extreme is to ensure an optimal route by establishing an 
entirely new connection route each time the mobile termi- 
nal (MT) moves to a new location. Although an optimal 
route is obtained, the handoff latency is greatly increased 
due to the connection establishment process. The other ex- 
treme is to ensure the smallest handoff delay by keeping 
the original connection route, and then extending the route 
hop-by-hop as the MT moves. This method provides the 
fastest extension, but is a wasteful use of network resources 
for many hops. Between these two extremes, three types 
of connection-oriented handoff re-routing schemes are de- 
scribed in recent research: (1) anchored (or statiddynamic) 
handoff routes, (2) multicast handoflroutes, or (3) chained 
handoff routes. 

In [8], an anchored handoff route is used. In this tech- 
nique, an anchor switch is designated for each MT in the 
original connection route. During the lifetime of the con- 
nection, the anchor segment (the path that connects the an- 
chor switches) never changes. Then, when one of the MTs 
moves to a new location, only the portion of the connection 
from the MT to its anchor switch needs to be rerouted. This 
method prevents the need to establish an entirely new route 
for each handoff. However, the anchor segment may cause 
longer routes or looped routes if static, or higher complexi- 
ties and packet loss if dynamic. In [4], a multicast handoff 
rerouting technique is discussed. Incoming traffic for the 
MT is multicast to several surrounding base stations, which 
buffer the packets until the MT enters the cell. This scheme 
greatly reduces handoff delay, but expends multicast band- 
width for each user, and requires heavy buffering in the cells 
where the user is not located. In [5,7], a chained handoff 
rerouting technique is explored. When the MT moves, the 
connection is first extended to the next cell until an optimal 
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route can be calculated. Then the extended route is switched 
to the optimal route. This scheme requires several interme- 
diate routes that consume bandwidth for each movement of 
the MT. None of the above schemes distinguish multime- 
dia traffic requirements, and they give little treatment to fu- 
ture issues, such as MTs with multiple active connections 
or connections with multiple mobile endpoints. 

In this paper, we describe a new handoff rerouting 
scheme that supports multimedia traffic over mobile con- 
nections in a connection-oriented wireless network, such as 
Mobile ATM. In Section 2, we introduce the new handoff 
rerouting technique. Next, in Section 3, we analyze and 
compare the performance of the new scheme with respect to 
the related work. Section 4 presents the numerical results, 
followed by the conclusion in Section 5. 

2. New Handoff Rerouting Scheme 

The new handoff rerouting scheme serves multimedia 
traffic by grouping connections into two categories: delay 
sensitive connections and loss sensitive connections. The 
switches at the endpoints of the connections keep track of 
each traffic category. When one of the endpoints of a mobile 
connection moves, the endpoint switches are able to reroute 
the connection according to the nature of the traffic. For de- 
lay sensitive connections, the goal is to achieve a fast hand- 
off route. Thus, the endpoint switch uses connection exten- 
sion to reach the MT's next hop location. An optimal route 
is then calculated, and the delay sensitive connections are 
switched from the extended route to the optimal route. For 
loss sensitive traffic, the goal is to preserve packets. Thus, 
when the MT moves to a new location, the packets on the 
loss sensitive connections are first buffered and then later 
switched to the optimal route. 

2.1. Procedure Description 

To describe the connection rerouting procedure, we con- 
sider an original connection path from a source MT, MTs. 
to a destination MT, MTD. M T s  resides at the original 
source switch, SWs, while MTD resides at the original 
destination switch, SWo. The handoffs occur between the 
network base stations. However, since our scheme focuses 
on the routing activity that occurs at the network switches, 
we describe the effect of the MT moving between network 
switches. In [8], it was suggested to provide base stations 
with limited switching capabilities. In that case, we would 
replace the switches in our illustration with the enhanced 
base stations. 

First we describe the rerouting procedure at the source 
switch, highlighting the source's responsibilities when 
M T s  moves. Then we describe the procedure at the des- 

tination switch to highlight the responsibilities for the des- 
tination switch when MTD moves. 

2.2. Procedure at the Source End of the Connection 

The responsibility of the source switch is to establish the 
handoff connection when either M T s  or MTD moves to 
a new location. The procedure from the perspective of the 
source switch is shown in Figure l(a)-(d) and outlined be- 
low. 

1. Figure l(a). M T s  moves in to the service area of 
SWS,NEW. Then M T s  notifies its former switch, 
~ W S , O L D .  that it will handoff to the new switch. 

2. Figure l(b). SWS,OLD sends the list of MTs's active 
connections to SWS,NEW. s W s . 0 ~ ~  buffers the loss 
sensitive traffic and extends the delay sensitive con- 
nections to SWS,NEW. (SWS,NEW buffers MTs's 
upstream loss sensitive traffic.) 

SWS,NEW attempts to reroute the 
handoff connection to the original destination switch, 
SWD. If M T D  is still located at SWD, then SWD ac- 
cepts the new path request and the process continues 
from Step 6). 

4. Figure l(c). If MTD is no longer located at SWD, 
SWD rejects the path request and sends a redirect mes- 
sage back to SWS,NEW that MTD is now located at a 
new destination switch, SWD,NEW. 

5. Figure l(c). SWS,NEW attempts to reroute the 
handoff connection to the new destination switch, 
SWD,NEW. 

3. Figure l(b). 

6. Figure l(d). SWD,NEW accepts the path request. 

7. Figure l(d). SWS,NEW notifies SWS,OLD to transmit 
the buffered traffic. Then SWS,NEW begins to send 
all of the traffic connections on the new path, and tears 
down the extended path through SWS,OLD. 

As mentioned previously, the source switch is respon- 
sible for rerouting the handoff connection when M T s  or 
MTD moves. The responsibility of the destination switch 
is to inform the source switch of changes in the location 
of MTD and to redirect handoff connection requests to the 
new destination switch, if necessary. We now describe the 
procedure for the case when the destination MT, MTD, is 
the first endpoint to move to a new location. 

23. Procedure at the Desthation End of the Con- 
nection 

The handoff rerouting process at the destination is shown 
in Figure 2(a)-(d) and explained below. 
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Figure 1. Handoff Rerouting Procedure at the Source 

Figure 2. Handoff Rerouting Procedure at the Destination 
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1. Figure 2(a). MTD moves into the service area 
of SWD,NEW. Then MTD notifies its former 
switch. SWD,OLD, that handoff has been initiated to 
SWD,NEW. 

2. Figure 2(b). As in the source switch procedure, 
SWD,OLD extends the delay sensitive connections to 
SWD,NEW and buffers the loss sensitive connections. 
(SWD,NEW begins to buffer MTD’s upstream loss 
sensitive traffic.) 

SWD,OLD then notifies the origi- 
nal source switch, SWs, that MTD has moved 
to SWD,NEW. If M T s  is still located at SWs, 
SWs attempts to reroute the handoff connection to 
SWD,NEW and the process continues from Step 6. 

4. Figure 2(c). If M T s  has already moved to a new 
location (SWS,NEW), SWs sends a message to 
SWS,NEW to redirect all of MTs’s connections to 
~ W D , N E W .  

5. Figure 2(c). SWS,NEW then attempts to reroute the 
handoff connection to SWD,NEW. 

6. Figure 2(d). SWD,NEW accepts the path request. 

7. Figure 2(d). SWD,NEW notifies SWD,OLD to trans- 
mit the buffered traffic. SWD,NEW begins to send all 
of the traffic connections on the new path, and tears 
down the extended path through SWD,OLD. 

The new scheme results in an optimal path from the 
source switch to the destination switch and prevents the es- 
tablishment of intermediate handoff routes. In addition, the 
delay sensitive traffic is rerouted quickly, while the loss sen- 
sitive traffic is preserved in buffers. To join the separate 
traffic streams into the optimal path, the buffered loss sen- 
sitive traffic must be transmitted from the buffer and delay 
sensitive traffic must be switched from the extended route 
to the optimal route. Combining several sources into a sin- 
gle route may cause a jitter effect known as negativejitter. 
Although the negative jitter problem is out of the scope of 
this paper, the interested reader can find an investigation of 
the problem in [3]. 

As discussed in the introduction, several related tech- 
niques have been proposed to address the handoff rerouting 
problem. In the next section, we evaluate the performance 
of the new scheme with respect to related schemes. 

3. Figure 2(b). 

3. Handoff Rerouting Protocol Comparison 

3.1. Framework 

To compare the performance, we consider the case of an 
original connection between a mobile source and a mobile 

Figure 3. Interconnected Network of Switches 

destination, as shown in Figure 3. The solid line at the top 
of Figure 3 represents the original connection. The dotted 
lines indicate the routing distance between each switch. For 
simplicity, we normalize the horizontal and vertical switch- 
to-switch distance to one hop. M T s  and MTD move si- 
multaneously for m movements until each h4T reaches its 
final switch. The movements are consecutive in one direc- 
tion, and the handoff rerouting does not complete until the 
mth movement. Each move occurs between two separate 
switching elements, and requires the network to continue 
rerouting until the final route is established. 

We compare the new technique to the statiddynamic an- 
chored segments technique [9, 2, 81, the multicast group 
technique [4] and the chaining technique [5,7], according to 
the final route length, the summed route length, the handoff 
delay, and the bandwidth consumption. 

3.2. Final Route Length 

Each of the handoff rerouting protocols is followed for 
m movements of the source and destination MT. The final 
route length, Rf, is the number of hops from the final source 
switch to the final destination switch: 

N 

i= 1 

where N is the total number of switches in the final connec- 
tion path, and di is the distance between switch (i - 1) and 
switch (2). For an optimal route, Rf is equal to the end-to- 
end distance (Figure 3). 

33. Summed Length of the Intermediate Routes 

We now consider the resources used by intermediate 
routes for the rerouting schemes that establish routes each 
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tear the route down if one of the MTs moves again before 
communication can begin. The summed route length, R,, 
is a measure of the resources that are used for repeating the 
set upltear down process: 

m ..- 
R, = cij, 

j = 1  

where m is the total number of movements made by the 
source and destination MT, and +j is the intermediate route 
length established as 8 result of move j. Note that ?j in (2) 
includes only that portion of the route that changes as the 
M’Ts move. For example, since the static-dynamic anchored 
handoff rerouting technique keeps the same anchor segment 
within the connection route for the duration of the call, the 
anchored segment is not an additional resource that must 
be assigned. Thus, it is not included in F j .  However, the 
dynamic portions are included in f j ,  since they must be re- 
assigned. 

3.4. Bandwidth Consumption 

Once the bandwidth consumption due to intermediate 
routes is obtained, the overall bandwidth consumption, 
B W ,  can then be found by multiplying the number of inter- 
mediate routes for each protocol by the wireless and wire- 
line bandwidth per route: 

N” 
(3) 

k=l 

where ATv is the number of possible intermediate routes and 
is the Bk is the bandwidth use for the kth route. 

3.5. Handoff Delay due to the Rerouting Procedures 

To calculate the handoff delay, Th, we sum the time to 
send the signaling messages for each scheme. The overall 
handoff rerouting delay is: 

N. 
(4) 

1=1 
where m is the number of times a new route is determined, 
N ,  is the number of steps between the first handoff initia- 
tion and the completion of the final route as illustrated in 
Figures 1 and 2, and Tl is the time to execute step I of the 
handoff rerouting procedure. 

The delay to deliver a signaling message, Ml, is: 

Ml = (a1 + Dl + n)  *a, (5) 

where a1 is the transmission time, Dl is the propagation 
time, and 71 is the processing time for the control message 

in signaling step 1. Hl is the number of hops between the 
switches involved in the signaling exchange. The trummis- 
sion time, 0 1 ,  is computed: 

Sl 
Bl ’ 

a1 = - 

where S1 is the size of the control message in bits, and Bl is 
the bit rate of the link on which the message is sent. 

Using the message delivery time, Ml, in (3, we can cal- 
culate Tl from 4 separately for the wireline and wireless 
links. For the wireline links, the signaling execution time is 
the same as the message delivery time: 

For the wireless link, we must consider the probability of 
wireless link failure. Let nf be the number of wireless link 
failures. Then for the wireless link, T( is: 

W 

3 = T ( n f )  * Prob(nffai1ures and 1 success} 
nj =O 

(8) 

Let the waiting time to determine that the message was lost 
be equal to the time to send one message. Then Tl (nr)  is: 

and TI becomes: 

00 

T( = [Mt + nf * (2 * it44 * 
nj=O 

Prob(nffai1ures and 1 success} (10) 
= M l + ( 2 * M l ) *  

W 

nf * Prob(nffai1ures and 1 success)(ll) 
nj=0 

Given a probability q that the wireless link fails, we use 
the techniques in [6] to calculate the sum in (1 1). Then the 
signaling execution time over the wireless link, 2’1 is: 

( 12) 

Thus, the time to execute the signaling, Tl, for each step 1 
of the handoff rerouting protocol is: 

Q 3 = Ml + ( 2  * Ml)  * -. 
1-9 

(13) 

and is used to determine the overall handoff delay for the 
handoff rerouting scheme as in 4. 

for the wireline links = { Mr M 1 ,  * e, for the wireless links 
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3.6. Buffer Requirements 

Parameter 
Message Size (S, (6)) 
Signaling Channel Bandwidth, (Bt, (6)) 
Wireless Data Channel Bandwidth (Bk, (3)) 
Wireline Data Channel Bandwidth (Bk. (3)) 

Wmline Propagation Delay @, (5)) 
Route Processing Delay (7, (5))  
Computation Processing Delay (7, (5) )  
Static Route Length (2) 

Wireless Propagation Delay, (B, (5)) 

4.1. Final Route Length 

Value 
400 bits 
64 Kbps 
64 Kbps 
155 Kbps 
5 psec 
50 psec 
0.5 msec 
5 msec 
2 hops 

To find the buffer requirement, &, per connection, we de- 
termine the steps for which the handoff process must buffer 
data traffic. Then we calculate the amount of buffer space 
used during the execution of those steps: 

where B is the bit rate of the channel, L is the first step in 
the handoff algorithm where buffering is required, Ns is the 
number of steps until the buffer is released, and Tl is the 
time to execute signaling step 1, as found in (13). 

Each of the above calculations is carried out for the new 
scheme as well as the related handoff rerouting schemes. In 
the next section, we explore the numerical results for the 
protocol comparison. 

4. Numerical Results 

The system parameters used to compare the protocols 
are found in Table 1. The processing delays are considered 
different for routing and computation. Routing processing 
delay refers to computing the next route, while computa- 
tion processing delay refers to special computations, such 
as finding the anchor switches or calculating a new goup 
in a multicast protocol [4]. Note that since our new scheme 
relies on the source switch to manage the handoff rerout- 
ing, and since the rerouting is performed differently for loss 
sensitive and delay sensistive traffic, the results of our new 
scheme are labeled Source-Loss and Source-Delay. 

Table 1. System Parameters 

We the calculated final route length, Rf, (l), for the fol- 
lowing two cases: 

1. The MTs move only one hop, and then rest, 

2. The MTs move three consecutive hops and then rest. 

Figure 4 shows the results. The new technique for loss sen- 
sitive traffic, Source-Loss, and the chaining technique [7,5] 
both resulted in an optimal route, equal to the end-to-end 
distance. (The two results lie on top of each other.) The 
worst performance for final route length was shown by 
the multicast technique [4], which was especially affected 
by its forwarding process. For the three hop case, the 
new Source-Delay scheme showed an improvement in final 
route length performance compared to the statiddynamic 
anchored rerouting method [9,2,8]. 

Final Route Length. in = 1 movement (hop) 

E. 15- 

- -  

4 3 i 5 6 7 e ;  { O i l  
End-to-End Distance [Hops] 

Final W e  Length, m = 3 movements (hops) Final W e  Length, m = 3 movements (hops) ’[.. . .., ........ ... .. .. . . . .,. . . ....... ..... ... . .... ....... . .,. . ..... ... .... .. . . .. ... . . ...... . .  
: . p  . .  19-a 

End-to-End Distance [Hops1 

Figure 4. Final Route Length from the New 
Source to the New Destination 
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4.2. Summed Route Length 

Figure 5 shows the results of the summed route lengths, 
Rg, (2), for m = 1 and m = 3 hops by each MT. We found 
that for one hop movement, the multicast [4] and chain- 
ing [7,5] techniques have a larger summed route length than 
the new Source-Loss and Source-Delay results, illustrating 
the affect of repeated connection set uphear down. For three 
hops, the summed route length of all of the schemes more 
than doubles-except for the new technique for the Source- 
Loss results, which consistently obtain one route calculation 
at the optimal route length. 

End-to-End [)lstance [Hops] 
Intermediate Route Lenglh, m = 3 mwements (hops) 

_ _ _ - - - - - -  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - -  
to-  _ _  - - - --- - - - - - 0 

o m  ; 6 ; 8 9 tb r; 
End-*End Distanca (Hops] 

Figure 5. Summed Length of the Intermediate 
Routes 

43. Bandwidth Consumption 

The bandwidth consumption due to the intermediate 
routes, BW, (3), is illustrated in Figure 6. For the multi- 
cast [4] and chaining [7, 51 examples, the bandwidth use 
increases I f  to 2 times each consecutive MT movement. 
The Source-Delay performance has the same bandwidth 

consumption as the chaining technique [7, 51, since both 
schemes use the initial path extension. The static/dynamic 
technique [9, 2, 81 shows better performance. However, 
since the new Source-Loss technique uses only one route 
calculation, no additional bandwidth is set up and tom down 
for loss sensitive connections. 

2 . 3  4 5 6 7 8 3 10 
* 

Mobile Temdnal Movements [Hops] 

Figure 6. Bandwidth Consumption due to In- 
termediate Routes 

4.4. Handoff Delay 

Next, the handoff delay due to multiple consecutive 
rerouting operations, Th, (4), is shown in Figure 7. The 
Source-Loss technique and the chaining technique [7, 51 
are twice as slow as the statiddynamic scheme [9, 2, 81 
and the multicast scheme [4], due to the repeated source- 
to-destination signaling procedures. However, the route ex- 
tension in the Source-Delay technique reduces the handoff 
delay for delay sensitive traffic in the new scheme. 

4.5. Buffering Required per Connection 

Finally, the buffer requirement for one MT movement, 
Q, (14), is shown in Figure 8. As expected, negligible 
buffering is used by the new technique for delay sensitive 
traffic, Source-Delay. (The path alignment buffering is not 
included in the calculation for any of the schemes.) The 
staticldynamic scheme [9,2,8] shows the next best perfor- 
mance, followed by chaining scheme [7, 51 and the new 
scheme for loss sensitive traffic, Source-Loss. However, 
when multiple connections are present, the buffer space will 
be multiplied for each connection for the other schemes, but 
will be multiplied only for the loss sensitive traffic for the 
new scheme. For example, for two connections per MT, 
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5. Conclusion 
Handoff Delay, m = 10 movements (hops) 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - -  
_ _ _ - - - -  

I 2  3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 

Mob% Terminal Movement (Hops] 

Figure 7. Handoff Delay due to Rerouting 

one delay sensitive connection and one loss sensitive con- 
nection, the related schemes double the buffer requirement 
in Figure 8 while the new technique will remain the same 
as in Figure 8. 

2 x  10' Buffer Requirements per MT. m = 1 movement (hop) 

End-to-End Distance [naps] 

2~ io' Buffer Requirements per MT. m = 1 movement (hop) 

[ I - -  Sou~ce-LossS.NEW 1 * -  

End-to-End Distance [naps] 

Figure 8. Buffering Requirements per. Con- 
nection 

Future wireless networks must be able to support multi- 
media traffic over mobile connections. In this paper, we pre- 
sented a handoff rerouting scheme for connection-oriented 
networks that supports multimedia traffic over connections 
with multiple mobile endpoints. We used a common frame- 
work to compare the new scheme with related work and 
found that the new technique exhibited a superior perfor- 
mance with respect to route length and bandwidth consump- 
tion. Our scheme achieves an optimal route for loss sensi- 
tive traffic at the expense of handoff delay. However, our 
scheme allows delay sensitive connections to experience the 
smallest handoff delay by taking advantage of the extension 
method. The buffer requirement of the new scheme is com- 
petitive when multiple connections requiring different QoS 
constraints are considered. 
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